fine form
A MULTI-TERRACED FORMAL GARDEN IN CAPE TOWN
DEMONSTRATES THAT PERFECTION CAN BE ACHIEVED WITH
A WELL-CONCEIVED PLAN AND ATTENTION TO DETAIL
TEXT KARIEN SLABBERT PRODUCTION HEIDI BERTISH PHOTOGRAPHS ELSA YOUNG

The Stuart’s Bishopscourt house is clad in white dry-packed sandstone from QwaQwa with the theme
extended into the indoor-outdoor spaces of the terrace, pool and sitting rooms. The doors all fold
away to draw in the views of Table Mountain’s Nursery Buttress and Skeleton Gorge O P P OSITE
PAG E A covered walkway, heavy with Star Jasmine, leads to a gazebo below the second terrace
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Linking the potager
and middle terrace,
a cobbled path
winds through Louie
Stuart’s picking
garden. Here, deeppink bougainvillea
and Langenhoven
Roses add splashes
of saturated colour.
A profusion of
picking flowers, such
as alstroemerias,
magenta azaleas and
hydrangeas, ensure
that there are always
blooms for the house
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erfection and order, crafted with great
attention to detail and an almost obsessively
thorough approach to gardening, is what
sets this Bishopscourt garden apart. The
garden at Ballater is an expression of the
owners’ love of French formal design and
an unsurpassed masterclass in structural
felicity. But it was not always the case.
Upon purchasing the property in
2001, it had virtually no garden and the
house was not what the Stuarts had in
mind. But the location was perfect. It
presented a blank canvas on which to
create a new home and garden with
a strong Gallic underpinning. ‘We had
done a lot of travelling in France and
I was very influenced by their architecture,
sense of flair and their love of the earth,’
says avid gardener Louie Stuart.
Johannesburg-based architect Philip
Watermeyer was appointed to design the
new house. The formal nature of the garden
is an extension of the structurally organised
architectural blueprint: The design is all
about symmetry, texture and shape, while
the various statues, pergolas and pots are
used to accentuate the architectural features
of the property.
Initially, architect Dominic Touwen was
asked to flesh out details of the terraces
and pergolas, while landscape designer
Franchesca Watson helped with plant
selection and garden finishes. Over the
years, the garden has evolved into far less
varieties of plants with a greater emphasis
on texture.

The garden’s spaces have their own
dynamic order. Each garden room
epitomises the concept of contained
abundance, and a muted colour palette
ensures that the primary focus is on the
garden’s geometric precision, linear order
and structural strength.
To the north, three terraces, each
supported by its own retaining wall, recede
to reveal sweeping vistas of Kirstenbosch
National Botanical Garden and Table
Mountain. The view of the mountain
dominates the front garden, which has been
kept simple to showcase the main event.
The lower terrace of the garden, designed
by Louie, was added a couple of years later.
This is essentially a croquet lawn bookended by cypress-lined reflective pools.
The whole area is enclosed by a yellowwood
hedge, which will be around long after Jan
van Riebeeck’s Wild Almond hedge at
Kirstenbosch has disappeared.
To the west of the house lies the
meditation court with its waterlily-clad koi
ponds. Pollarded White Stinkwoods shade
this area and all the plants enveloping the
pond are white. The breakfast room on
the eastern side of the house looks out on a
garden room filled with deep-pink camellias
and crimson-coloured gaura, juxtaposed
against a wall of Trachelospernum jasminoides.
Adjacent to this, the potager features raised
herb beds and bay trees.
Maintaining a perfectly manicured
garden is no small feat and one would
expect it would require the extensive
use of pesticides. However, organic
principles are followed in the garden,
which ensures that birds, butterflies and
insects abound. Lawn consultant Mark
Rist maintains the lawns and ensures that
they are perfectly manicured. Sarchen
Morris of Natural Gardening Principles
has played a key role in improving the
soil quality, while gardener Sidwell Ndike
makes sure that the plethora of hedges
are always manicured to a tee.
‘My garden is a never-ending source of
joy to all of us,’ says Louie of this trompe
l’oeil. Tres magnifique!
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Structural Appeal
Round off your garden with bespoke garden elements
from Louie Stuart’s little black book of suppliers.

Ornate elements
punctuate this garden’s
clean-lined proportions
and linear design.
Pergolas and obelisks

The larger structures
in the garden, such as
the jasmine-festooned
pergolas and rosecovered obelisks, were
designed by architect
and landscape designer
Dominic Touwen and
custom-made by Prokon,
an engineering firm.

Statues and urns

The Italianate statues
and urns were cherrypicked from antique
stores Farriers Centre
and Block & Chisel.
Simon Rawlinson of Iron
Stone made the smaller
obelisks, rose supports
and pot stands.
Pots

The Potter’s Gallery in
Kleinmond made all
the orangerie pots. For
stockists’ details, see page 158

C LO C KW I S E F RO M RI G H T Langenhoven Roses
cascade over wrought-iron supports; espaliered
Grewia occidentalis mask a terrace wall; a sweeping
view from the orangerie across a manicured lawn
O PPOS I T E PAG E F RO M TO P Neatly clipped
hedges, laterite pathways, a copse of cypresses and
pergolas are all designed to frame the view of the
mountain; pink alstroemerias in the picking garden
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‘The garden design is all about symmetry,
texture and shape, while the various
statues, pergolas and pots accentuate the
architectural features’

Hedge Funds
Louie Stuart reveals her trade secrets on how to
ensure and maintain perfect hedges.

‘Our full-time gardener
Sidwell Ndike has
developed a talent for
trimming the endless
hedges on this property.
Originally, he had to sink
pegs and stretch string
between them to guide
the hedge trimmer. Over
the years, though, he
has honed his talent and
now does it by sight.’
‘Initially, hedges
need to be kept low, so
that they can bush out
sideways. Only then can

one allow them to gain
in height. Most of the
hedges in the garden
are Buxus sempervirens.
They are greedy feeders
and need constant
foliar feeding, as well
as composting twice
a year. They need little
trimming during winter,
but require manicuring
every three weeks
in summertime.’
‘Sidwell also trims
all the conifers into
candle shapes.’ n

C LO C KWI SE F R O M TO P LEF T White
SunPatients offset the perfectly manicured
box hedges; Convolvulus sabatius; trimmed
cypresses O P P OSI T E PAG E The swimming
pool is positioned on the upper terrace as an
extension of the terrace room
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